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I designed this piece for a marvelous cause: Jamie Fingal’s “The House Quilt 
Project.” Creating home-themed quilts for women (and their children) 
transitioning out of homelessness is one way we can contribute to the mission 
carried out by an organization called “Furnishing Hope.”

 
“Home.” Is there a more powerful word? It 
can mean different things to each of us, and 
yet a few common themes are likely to 
repeat: shelter...love...happiness. (For some 
of us, kitties ;)!)

The Happy House Cat Quilt series (kits will 
be available in the spring at your local quilt 
shops) is based on the countless drawings 
of home that I created when I was a child. 
The theme is endlessly adaptable...country 
or city? Sunny daytime scene or starry 
night? These patterns share a few common 
steps, then branch off to incorporate 
different elements. They also provide a 
perfect use for a lovely stack of FQs of 
Uppercase Volume 3!

To construct the scene (1 of 9 in the kit), see below 😁 :

1. To begin, consider your fabrics. Select fat quarter solids or almost solid blenders in 
“sky” and “ground” shades. Remember that you can play with your scene- you are 
not required to use blue for the sky and green for grass if you feel like using other 
colors. Then, reach for scraps (preferably at least 8” square or larger) in a dozen 
colors that sing nicely with your base fabrics.

2. Next, I like to apply fusible web to all...and select a backing fabric. Cut 15” square 
pieces of batting and backing fabric; I like to prepare the sandwich before I fuse the 
scene on the front side. If you prefer to use a glue stick, it could work as well...I 
happen to be a MistyFuse maniac ;).

http://NeonKittyQuilts.com


3. For the background, I like to rely upon the rule of thirds and aim for 2/3 sky, 1/3 
ground (cut in a gentle curve so that you’ll have rolling hills!). One easy way to do 
this is to cut a “sky” piece 12” long, 15” wide...and a “ground” piece 8” long, 15” 
wide...then overlap the pieces and slice through both to create your horizon. When 
you place them on your batting and backing, overlap the “ground” on TOP of the 
“sky.”

4. Next, decide the structure: house or apartment building? I do use a ruler for these 
shapes: cut a rectangle 4" by 6" and place it horizontally (house) or (apartment 
building)

5. Now, a roof! For a house, cut a triangle with a base of 7" so that you can have a bit 
of overhang. For apartment buildings, I prefer a thin rectangle a bit wider than the 
top of the building; begin with a strip of fabric 3/4" by 41/2". Before you put the ruler 
away, cut some windows (1" square) and a door (begin with 11/2" by 21/2", you may 
decide to trim it down).

6. Position your "structure" on the "horizon" - I usually place mine near the top of the 
"hill.”

7. Step back and consider your landscaping! I am mildly obsessed with trees ... but 
you could choose very tall sunflowers instead. For leaves, first cut small rectangles, 
then cut curving shapes on each side. Place your tree on the horizon, perhaps 
leaving space to stitch in a rope swing from the tree or the moon.

8. Time for a footpath or steps! Your busier fabrics might suggest the right choice if 
they have curving elements or detailed round motifs. If not, cut a path freehand (you 
might want to draw it first and make sure you are pleased with the curve).

9. Sun or moon? Clouds?  I find the easiest way to free-cut a sun is to fold a square of 
fabric in quarters, cut a quarter-round, then unfold and snip tiny triangles out of the 
edge as I rotate it in my hand. Do not worry about perfection - wonky suns are more 
fun!

10. Finally, decide if your "home" needs a pet. If you cannot imagine a home without a 
cat, you can borrow my Jackson 🐾 🐾 😉 .



11. When you are happy with your composition, take your pressing sheet and fuse the 
elements to your backgrounds.

12. Time to quilt! I like to gather a handful of colorful threads to coordinate with the 
fabrics, but of course a single color such as black could be very effective too. Follow 
the fabric’s pattern or add your own textures with “cobblestones”, “siding”, or any 
other surface area you like.

13. To finish, trim to 14" square and zig-zag stitch the edges (if you have a Bernina, use 
the 2a foot for perfectly behaved edges under your needle) ..for a perfect finished 
look, stitch cording into the sides.

14. Don’t forget to label and hand-stitch metal rings (from the tops of cans) to the upper 
corners of the back of your creation. See Jamie’s website for instructions on how to 
send! Thehousequiltproject,blogspot.com

http://blogspot.com


MATERIALS:

-fat quarters in sky and ground tones
-large scraps in a dozen bright coordinating colors
-15" squares of backing fabric
-15" squares of batting
-lightweight fusible web
-pressing sheet
-sharp small scissors for small pieces 
-thread to coordinate (I use a rainbow of 50wt cotton Aurifil 💜 )
-optional but extremely helpful: if using multiple top thread colors, clear monofilament for 
your bobbin

TIPS:

-this is one project that really benefits from a repositionable fusible such as MistyFuse - 
you may decide to move the sun or the moon!

-use your quieter prints for the sky and ground...then use the more pronounced patterns 
for your smaller design elements 

-use thread work to solve design problems and emphasize details! For instance, if you 
decide that your sun is too small, stitch very visible rays of sunshine- problem solved. To 
help certain stitching really stand out (think whiskers!), try a heavier thread such as 12wt  
(with a larger needle such as a 100 Topstitch).

-raw-edged fusible designs like these can fray quite a bit; after I've stitched around each 
shape, I rely on a good pair of tweezers and thread cutter...AND an adhesive clothes 
roller to sweep away the bits I trim

-if you decide to create a series of these quilts, invest in an inexpensive plastic tackle 
box with lots of dividers, and trim leaves, flowers, doors, windows in batches - this will 
speed up your design process immensely


